JACKSONVTLLE POLICE DEPARTMENT
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT

Policyr 10-2
Effectircr 0l{l09
Revised:1221-21

PURPOSE' To give swom personnel guidelines when issuing an Arkansas Uniform Law Enforcement
Citations and performing Eaf6c stops.

PQUQ, Traffic law enforcement

involves all law enforcement activities or operations which relate to
observing, detecting, and prertnting Eaffic law violations and taking appropriate action under the
circumstances. Enforcement not only invohes arrests and citations, it includes effective wamings to drivers
and pedesEians which help prevent them from committing minor violations. Traffic law compliance is
promoted through the judicious use of rtrbal and written warnings in place of Eaffic arrest. Traffic
enforcement can be reactirze to observed violations, at collisions, or in response to community concems, or
may be proactirr, to effectively pre\,Ent rraffic violations. Enforcement shoutd be in proponion to traffic
collisions with respect to time, place, and qpe ofviolation. However, overzealous enforcement without regard
for tlte circumstances surrounding the violation causes disrespect for the law and poor relations berween the
Department and the community it serves. (7.10)

DEFINTIIONST

l.

COVERT: Secret; not intended to be known, seen, or found out.

II.

O\G.RT: Unconcealed; done openly and without any anempt at concealment.

III.

CONSPICUOUS: Easily or clearly visible.

PROCEDURES:
t.

TYPES OF ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS (7.30)
Enforcement action may consist of a verbal or written waming, citation, or ph,ysical arrest.

A.

Officen will make

1.
2.
3.
4.

a physical arrest under the following circumsances:
pertaining
Vhen
to DrMng Under the Influence of Alcohol or other lntoxicants.
l7henever a felony has been committed involving a vehicle.
\Thenever the driver attempts to elude a law enforcement officer.
When the ofticer has reason to beliew that the Fe6on will not comply with the summons

if

issued.

B.
C.

An Arkarsas Uniform Law Enforcement Citation should be issued to a violator who jeopardizes
the safe and efffcient flow of vehicular and pedesrian traffic, including hazardous moving
violations or unsafe operations and improperly equipped vehicles.
Officers can use their discretion ro issue a wrimen waming as an enforcement altemative in
response to minor traffic violations commined in those areas where the potential or incidence
of a traffic collision is minimal and in the officers' judgrnent the use of the written waming will
change the violator's behavior.

II.

HANDLING, SPECIALCATECORIESOFVIOIATORS

A

Non-residents, Officers should consider use of wamings for non-residents simply passing through
this jurisdiction, who commits a minor, non-hazardous violation.
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B.
C.

D.

Juveniles: Officen should consider use of wamings for jureniles who commit a minor, non
hazardous violation. Vamings, if given, may include notice to parents.
The members of the Senate and House of Representatives and the Clerks, Sergeantsat-Arms,
and Door.keepers of each branch of the General Assembly shall be prMleged from arrest during
the session of the General Assembly and for fifteen (15) days before the commencement and
after the termination of each session. Nothing contained in this section shall be consmred as to
exend to cases of treason, felony, or breach of peace or to prMlege any person named from being
served at any dme or place with a summons or notice to appear (ACA 51681-102). The
issuance of a traffic summons for a moving raffic offense is allowed, as is a physical arrest in the
case of an offense involving DV4.
Foreign diplomats/Consular officials who possess diplomatic idendfication issued by the U.S.
State Department are immune from arrest or detention to larying degrees. Officers should
identifr the immunity status of the violator by carefully reading the ID card presented and be
familiar with the meanings. lnformation can be obtained at , .'rl1v.travcl.state.sov. Any questions
on an individual's status or immunity can be answered by calling (202) 647-1985 or (202) 64772?7 (after hours). lssuing a citation for a rraffic violation would not be considered a detention;
however, wamings are encouraged for non-hazardous violations. lf a diplomat is stopped for a
violation, such as D\fl, the officer should contact a supervisor and pursue altematives to arrest
(e.g. calling a responsible person to take custody). See Policy 1O20, Consular Notification
Process

E.

Ilt

The organiz:ed militia shall be prMleged from arrest during their aftendance at muster and
attendance at drills and in going to and retuming from attendance at muster and drills in all
cases except treason, felony, and breach of peace (ACA Sl'L62401). The issuance of a traffic
ticket for a moving traffic offense is allowed, as is the phlsical arrest in the case of an offerse
involving DWI.

INFORMANON REFERENCE TO TRAFFIC SUMMONS (7.]3)
The Arkansas Uniform Traffic Ticket and Complaint will be completed whenever a motorist
charged with a motor vehicle violation and the motorist will be told the following,

A

is to be

The location, date, and time of the court appearance.

B. Vhether coun appearance by the motorist is mandatory.
C. Whether the motorist may be allowed to prepay the fine prior to coun and enter a guilty plea.
D.
IV

Any other information necessary prior to release of the motorist.

UNIFORM ENFORCEMENT POLICIES FOR TRAFFIC LAY/ VIOIATIONS
The following guidelines for uniform traffic law enforcement actions in routine situations are
provided to assist officers in making decisions as to whether or not a traffic summons is warranted.

A

Speed Violations, This should be a clearly convictable speed violation in court and may depend
on the location of violation (congested area, downtown, school zone, etc.)'

B.

Other Hazardous Violations, Considet the degree of hazard, the location, previous collision
history of location, current directed patrol emphasis, etc.

C.

D.

E.
Policy 1O2

Off-Road Vehicles' Y/hen encountering "off-road' vehicles, officers should consider the
circufiEtances involved when making an enforcement decision. Offroad recreational vehicles
not licersed for street use include, but are not limited to, the following,
1. Two (2) wheeled motorcycles or miniiikes manufactured for off'road use only;
2. Three (3) and four (4) wheeled motorized ATV's (All Terrain Vehicles).
Equipment Violations: C,onsider a warning unless the violation is a serious equipment violation
(e.g. no headlghts, no brake lights, no tail lights).
Public Carrier/Commercial Vehicle, Those who violate traffic laws will be treated in the same
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manner

F.
G.

H.

l.

].

public. Uniform enforcement policies and procedures outlined in this

as the general

policy are applicable.
Other Non Hazardous Violations: Consider a waming unless the violation is repetitive or
flagrant.
Multiple Violatiors; Offtcers may cite all violations if deemed necessary, but may pick the most
serious violation and wam on the others.
Newly Enacted l-aws and,/or Regulations' Normally, a grace period is established during which
only wamings will be ghrn. Thereafter, officer should use discretion.
Violations Resulting ln Traffrc Collisions, The Jacksonville Police Department is responsible for
responding to and reporting taffic collisions that occur within the Jaclaonville City limits.
1. Officen will issue a citation on all at fault accidents. If no violations can be determined by
the assigned officer, a supewisor will respond to the scene for eraluation before any
motorist is released from the scene.
a. lf there is snow and ice present as a contributing factor a citation may not be issued.
2. Charges that constitute criminal offenses and serious traffic charges (i.e. death by motor
vehicle) will typically require additional investigative efforts and documentation. These
additional proceedings should be conducted in the same manner as officers would conduct
other criminal casework (See Policy 1O 4, Motor Vehicle Collision Investigations).
Pedestrian /Bicycle Violations: Officers should take appropriate enforcement action wheneler
and wherever pedestrian and bicycle traffic law violatiors are observed. A ciation should be
issued where the conduct is repeated or is relatively serious.

K. DwI. (See Section XV)

V.

TRAFFIC IAW ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES

A

Normal traffic enforcement involws visible uaffic panol by officers who observe and handle
traffic violations during the performance of their normal duties:
1. Area patrol invohes raffic enforcement within the of6cer's assigned area of responsibility;
2. Directed patrol insm:ctions can specifo enforcement efforts in a speciffc location and,/or
time or for a specific hazard or violation being concentrated on; and,/or
3. Line patrol instructions can specify enforcement efforts on a speciffc street or particular

section of roadway.
B. Stationary overt observation may be used as a technique to make observations about the flow of
trafftc at a particular locadon. Officers are encouraged, when completing reports or doing other
acrivities which will keep them out of sen'ice for a short while, to park their patrol vehicles in a
conspicuous location, where just the presence of the whicle will serrc to remind the other drivers
of the need for compliance with traffic [aws. Corrert stadonary obsenation will not be used by
ofiicers unless directed by a supervisor.
C. This Department will not utilize unmarked or uncoru€ntional vehicles for naffrc enforcement
unless the violation causes a health or safety concem to the public.
D. The primary purpose for roadside safety checks is to enforce vehicle registration, insurance
verification, licensing laws, seatbelt violatiors and safety checla. In addition to enforcing the
primary purpose, offtcers operating roadside safety checks may take appropriate action on any
other violations of law in plain view.
1. Considerations:
a. When considering the employment of a roadside safety checks, the issue of officer and
public safety is paramount;
b. lUith the orception of exigent circurnstances, the time and location shall be selected so
as not to interfere with rush hour or congested traftic;
c. Roadside safety checla shall not be performed unless a sufficient number of uniformed
officers and marked rthicles are available to show a presence of legal authority;
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d.

Permission from the Division Commander is required prior to initiating roadside safety
checks. The Division Commander shallbe provided the time, date, location and purpose

of the roadside check and the selection

sequence

of the vehicles to be stopped. If

reasonable suspicion or probable cause is dewloped, a vehicle may be stopped out of the
prearranged sequence;

e.

With the exception of extenuating circumstances, the location of the roadside
checks shall fulfill the following minimum requiremens:

safety

i.
ii.
iii.

2.

3.
VI

OB]ECTIVES OF TRAIFIC STOPS
There are two (2) major objectives ofa traffic stop. The anainment ofthese two (2) objectives depends
upon the officer's ability to eraluate the violator's mental outlook, physical condition, and facts
conceming the violation. This requires a thorough understanding of human relations and demands
flexibility on the part of the officer. Enforcement procedures should minimize conflict which may
develop between the officer and violator and assist in achieving the rwo major objectives, which are,

A
B.

VII.

The location is selected for its safety and visibility to oncoming motorist;
There is sufficient space for police and subject vehicles;
A secondary screening area is available in close proximity to the check point;
iv. The immediate vicinity is not so close to residential or business drivewa'p that it will
be overly inmrsirt to the public;
v. There are no obvious roadway hazards in the immediate vicinity;
vi. Adequate adunce waming signs are insalled; and
vii. Lighting is sufficient to ensure offfcer and motorist safety.
At the completion of the operation, a wriften report shall be submitted to the Division
Commander with the following information:
a. The date and location of the operation;
b. The start and completion time of the operation;
c. The ofiicers assigned to the operation;
d. Any other agencies attending the opemtion;
e. The number and category of traffic citations issued;
f. The number of criminal warrants sentd;
g. The number of criminal arrests made; and
h. The approximate number of vehicles checked.
Offrcen shall drive panol vehicles in accordance with existing laws and in such a manner as
to demonstrate exemplary drMng behavior.

lmmediate objective, To take proper and appropriate enforcement actioni and
Ultimate objectives, Favorably alter the violator's future drMng pattem.

ISSUANCE OF CITATION BOOKS (7,]4)

A

Citations are stored and secured in file cabinet in the Panol Secretary's offfce and bundled for
issuance in numerical order. These bundles are gircn out to each Parol Lieutenant for issuance
to officers on their shift. The citations are securely stored in the Lieutenant's offrce.
B. The Panol Secreary and Panol Captain, or his designee, are authorized to obtain ciation
bundles for issuance. The officer will sign for the ciation book with name and badge number
and confirm that the book they are receiving is the same that they are signing for.
Citation book sign out cards will be retumed to the Patrol Secreary when all boola are issued.
D. Offtcen are not to hare any more than one citation book signed out unless authorized to do so
E.

by a supervisor.
The following procedures will be taken when using your citation book.
Al1 ciations will be neatly and legibly printed using a nonerasable black or blue pen;

1.
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F.

2. The white and yellow pages of the citation are to be tumed into the Shift Supervisor;
3. The green (audit) page is to remain in the citation book; and
4. The pink page is the officer's copy.
After the citation book is completed the officer will retum the book to the Patrol Secretary or
her mail bo><, who will then check the citation book to make sure there is the correct number of
citations Qreen audit shees) being retumed.
1. If any of the citations are missing, a memo on Department lenerhead needs to be placed in
the position of the missing citation with an explanation of disappearance; and
2. lfa citation is voided, all fiie (5) copies ofthe citation will be attached and sapled together
inside the book in its proper position.

vilt

STOPPING THE TRAFFIC VIOIATOR
The following steps in stopping and approaching a traffic violator is intended to provide maximum
safety for the officer, the violator, and to other users of the roadway. Varying conditions regarding
the engineering of the panicular traffic artery, the urgency to stop the violator (intoxicated driver),
actions and behavior of the violator, and the existing volume of traffic may require adjusting or
altering the recommended procedure. These procedures are to be followed when possible and are
presented from the perspective that ideal conditions exist.

A
B.

C.

D.

E.
F.

The pursuit of a traffic violator has ended when the officer has positioned himself behind the
violator to begin the stopping procedure.
At this point, the officer should notify the Communication Center of the intended location of
the traffic stop, the license plate number (if applicable) and the make and model of the rrehicle.
The officer should be thoroughly familiar with the area, and anticipate the appropriate location
to stop the violator. Consideration should be given to a location with ample space, appropriate
lighting, and should avoid stops on hills, cun€s, intercections, prirate drirtways, and business
locations which have limited parking.
The ofticer should signal the violator to stop. This signal should be with emergency lighs,
sounding the hom, and if necessary the siren. These signals also alert other drivers of the intent
of the officer and will usually facilitate securing the right ofway for the stopping maneuver, unless
the violator stops before the officer signals.
The violator should be signaled and directed to the ght side of the roadway close to the curb,
or onto the shoulder if engineering design of the roadway permits this.
On multi.lane roadwals, the officer should ensure the safety of the violator during lane changes
by gradually changing from lane to lane with the violator until the right side of the roadway is
reached.

G. Should the violator stop abruptly in the wrong lane or in another undesirable location, he should
be promptly directed to move to a safer location. Officers should use the public address system
to instruct violators to move to a safer location. lf the officer's verbal directions and gesfiJres are
insufficient to bring understanding, the officer should quickly exit from the patol vehicle and
give rrrbal instructions to the violator, unless circumstances lead the officer to beliert his safety
is at risk.
H. The violator should not be permitted to morre his vehicle, once it has stopped, if it is suspected
the driver is under the influence to the extent that his driving is impaired.
I. Once the violator has stopped in an appropriate location, the officer should position the police
behind the violator's vehicle. The police whicle should be positioned so that it will offer the
officer some protection from oncoming traffic,

l.
2.
Policy 1O2

The ofiicer should exit the patrol rehicle and be continuously alert for any suspicious
mo!'ement or actioru on the part of the violator or otlter occupants in the violator's vthicle;
ln those cases where the violator's car has occupants in both the front and rear seats, the
officer should be especially alert for any unusual actions on the part of the occupants and
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choose a path so the door cannot be used as a weapon against the officer. From this position,

the officer can communicate with the violator and keep all occupants in view; and
ln those traffic stops made by two (2) person patrol vehicles, the passenger officer should exit
the vehicle and act as an observer and cover for the primary officer.
At night, the procedure is basically the same with the additional necessity of exercising caution
in selecting an appropriate place for the taffic stop, signaling the violator, and positioning the
police rrchicle. The emergency bar lights should be in use on the patrol vehicle.

3.

IX.

APPROACHING THE TRAFFIC VIOLATOR,/OMCER VIOIATOR REIATIONS
Once the ofiicer has stopped the violator and approaches to a point where communications can
begin, the following guidelines should be followed in terms of officer violator relationships,

A
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

Be alert at ali times for the unexpected;
Be absolutely cerain the obsenations of the traffic violation were accurate, without resenation;
Present a professional image in dress, grooming, language, bearing, and emotional stability;
Be prepared for the contact by having necessary equipment and forms available;
Decide on the appropriate enforcement action based upon the violator's driving behavior, not
anitude. ln most cases, it is advisable to have the form of enforcement action decided prior to
the initial conact with the violator;
Greet the violator with an appropriate greeting and in a courteous manner;

G. ldentifr yourself and your Department;
H. Inform the violator what trafiic law he has violated; the violator should

I.

not be kept in suspense;
justification
for the violation. Do not argue, berate, belinle,
Ask the violator if there is any legal

].

or otherwise lrrbally abuse t}re violator;
Request the violator's driler's license, proof of irsurance and ';ehic[e registration, and accept only
these forms;

K. lf

the drircr has no driver's license and lehicle registration, obtain another document of

identification;

L.

Complete the forms required for the enforcement action taken or e:<ercise a verbal or
written waming, if this is the decision;
M. Explain to the violator exactly what he is supposed to do in response to the action you are aking
and how this action will affect him;
N. if the enforcement action requires a court appeantnce, make sure the violator knows where and
when to appear. Explain any altematives to the violator, but do not predict the actions of the

O.

P.
Q.

R.
S.

X.

court;
Be alert to any emotional stress exhibited by the driver. If stress is present, the insmrctions may
hare to be repeated or the violator may need to calm down before resuming drMng;
Retum the violator's driver's license, registration, and a copy of the summons, if issued;
Appropriately close the contact;
Assist the violator in safely re-entering the naffic flow; and,/or

Do not follow the violator.

STOPPING A I}IOTYN OR SUSPECTED FELON
Special procedures should be used in rthicle stops when the occupans of a vehicle are known or
suspected to be armed and dangerous. When a vehicle driven by a known or suspected felon is located

by a law enforcement officer, he will notify the dispatcher immediately of his location, and give a
thorough description of the vehicle, and of occupants. The officer will keep the stspect vehicle in
view and request sufficient assistance in making the stop. The officer will keep suppoft units
informed of the location and direction of travel to facilitate their approach with minimal use of
emergency equipment. The suspect rchicle will not be stopped, unless absolutely necessary, until
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adequate support is alailable and in position. The following procedures will be used in effecting the
stop;

A

The officer will plan to stop the suspect rrhicle in a location which presents minimal danger to

B.

When conditions are appropriate and support units available, the officer wil move into position
to the rear of the suspect vehicle;
The officer will signal the violator to stop, utilizing all emergency equipment to wam other traffic;
The violator will be stopped on the extreme right side of the road;
If the violator is lnown to be armed and dangerous, the officer will hart his weapon easily
accessible and ready for immediate use;
V4:en the suspect vehicle begins to stop, the officer will tum off the siren and actuate the public

other citizeru;

C.
D.
E.

F.

address slstem;

G. The officer will

park the police lehicle so that it provides maximum prorcction and corer for

him;

H. At night, all lights will be focused

I.
J.
K.

L.
M.

on the interior of the suspect vehicle, including spot lights, to
the disadrantage of the violator. The offrcer will dismount the police vehicle quickly, but remain
behind the door and accessible to the public address system microphone;
The offtcer making the stop is in command and will direct each occupant, utilizing the public
address system, to get out of the vehicle individually according to specific directions and into the
appropriate search position, after which the approach may be made;
If a public address slstem is not arrailable, the offtcer will give voice commands if they can be
heard; if this fails, the officer will cautiously approach the vehicle, keeping all occupants in view
and using appropriate cover, to a point where he can be heard;
The officer will also give insmrctions to the support officers, even if not needed, to assure the
suspects that additional support is arailable;
The support officen will cover the arresting oflicer and should remain on the passenger side of
the whicle until all occupans have exited and are in the search position; and,/or
The support officers will not girr additional commands as this would tend to confi.rse the
suspects, but will make their presence known by responding to the commands given by the
arresting officer:
Extreme caution will be exercised by officers not to get within each other's line of fire;
When all occupants have been remoltd ftom the vehicle, the suppon officers should move
to a position to cover the arresting officer while the persons are searched; and

1.
2.

3.

XI.

Arrestees will be handcuffed and searched prior to being transported.

PERSONS CFIARGED

A
B.
C.

WITH REVOKED,/SUSPENDED OPERATOR'S LICENSE

The Arkansas Uniform L-aw Enforcement Citation may be issued when an officer has stopped a
vehicle and identified the driver as driving with a revoked or suspended operator's license.
An officer who sees an individual driving whom is Lnown to be under suspension or revocation,
if not able to stop the individual in a timely manner, rnay swear out a warrant for the violator.
The driver should not be allowed to drive from the location and other arrangements should be
made.

XII.

SELECTIVETRAFFICENFORCEMENT

,{.

Selectirc traffic enforcement efforts should be concentrated against hazardous moving violations
which occur at times and places when and where the greatest number of collisions will occur.
These traffic enforcement effora should be directed at specific problem areas that have been
identified through the thorough analysis of trafffc collision daa and through citizen complaints.
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B. An analysis of traffic

C.

D.

collisions and enforcement activities will be conducted using statistics
gathered through the Records Management Sf,stem (RMS). lnformation from this analysis will
be utilized to determine where to direct selective enforcement actMties. The ana\sis of reported
collisions should,
1. Be used to target locations with a high frequency of collisions;
2. Be used to determine what types of violations appear to contribute to collisions at targeted
locations; and
3. Be used to eraluate traffic complaints and/or requests for selective traffrc enforcement.
The implementation of selecti!,e traffic enforcement techniques should be argeted at specific
problems as determined by the following'

1. Traffic collision ana\sis;
2. Citizen complaints or request for traf{ic enforcement;
3. Needs identified by Departmenr personnel; or
4. Needs idenrified by other city personnel.
The implementation ofselecti!€ traftic enforcement techniques may include procedures such
i. Stationary obser%tion of intemections; or

as,

2.

E.

XIII

Use ofspeed measuring devices;
Deploy.rnent of traffic enforcement personnel for selective enforcement actMty should include
facton based on this analysis of traffic collisions and rraffic related calls for service pursuant to
the following guidelines:
1. Deplolrnent of traffrc enforcement activities should be based on a current ana\sis;
2. Traftic enforcement personnel should be deployed to areas having the grearcst concenration
of collisions and calls for service; and
3. Deployment should be consistent with the times of day or night determined to harc a high
incidence of occurrence of collisions and calls for service.

SPEED ENFORCEMENT
Excessive speed is the second greatest cause of death and injury on the American highways.

Uniform

methods of enforcement of speed laws within fiis jurisdiction should be applied to all ofiicers.
Procedures for the enforcement of laws applying to speed will vary in accordance with the type of
equipment used.

A

Pacing, The following measures

will be followed when pacing a speed violator:
1. Ofiicers will not weave or zigzag through dense traffic to pace a violator.
2. Verify the accuracy of the patrol car speedometer by radar or GPS before or after the pace.
Include this in your case notes.
3. To allow for a convincible charge, a citation should not be written if the speed is less than
twenry (20) miles per hour over the speed limit. Hower,rr, a waming will be acceptable for
violatioru under twenty (20) miles per hour.
4. Tum on the MVR to record the pace attempt before starting the pace.
5. One of the two following methods may be used,
a. Take a position not more than one hundred fifty (150) feet behind the suspect vehicle
and lewl your speed at what you believe the violator to be rareling. If this speed is
twenty (20) miles per hour or more abore the speed limit and the violator was traveling
in excess of nuenty (20) miles per hour orrcr.
b. Close to a distance of one hundred fifty ( 150) feet or less behind the violator and match
his speed. Follow for a minimum distance of Y+ mile/wo (2) blocks being alert to any
chances in the distance between the patrol car and violator vehicle.
REMEMBER: The speed you ravel to initially overtake the violator vehicle is completely
irrelevant to your case. Only the speed traveled while maintaining a stable position behind the
violator mafters.
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B.

RADAR /LIDAR, RADAR /LIDAR is not to be utilized for "fiI[er" or "slack" ofticer time, but
should be planned and utilized where vehicle speed is excessive or of hazard to other motorists
or pedestrians. A'police raftic radar" is defined as any speed measuring device utilizing the
Doppler principle or an infrared light sysrem to mexure the speed of motor vehicles, according
to AC.A 512.9401. The following guidelines are esablished for use of the RADAR ,/LIDAR,
which will alwal's be operated in compliance with manufacturer's instructions. All departmental
RADAR /LIDAR units meet current NHTSA standards. Generally, the following procedures
are applicable to operation of RADAR /LIDAR units:
1. The RADAR /LIDAR unit must be properly installed and,/or used in the vehicle and
connected to the appropriate powet supply;
2. The effective range of the panicular RADAR [IDAR unit must be thoroughly understood
by the operator so visual obsenatioru can support the speed meter reading;
3 . The RADAR /LIDAR unit must be properly calibrated to ensure accuracy in checking speed.
The operator must follow the manufacturer's recommended specific methods of checking
calibration without exception. Any problems with the operation of RADAR /LIDAR units
or apparent malfunction should be promptly reported;
The
following elements must be esablished in court, by the officer, when RADAR [IDAR
4.
speed charges are placed,
The time, place, and location ofthe vehicle that was checked, the identiry ofthe operator
of the RADAVLIDAR, the speed of the vehicle, visual speed, and radar speed checls

a.

5.

6.
7.

XIV.

Dwl

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Offtcer qualifications and training in use of RADAR,/LIDAR;
The RADAR ,/LIDAR unit was operated properly;
The unit was tested for accuracy prior to use and after use by an approved method;
ldentifu the vehicle and made a visual obsenation of its apparent speed; and
Speed limit posted where the violation occurred and where t}le signs are located.
RADAR /LIDAR training is given to officers at the Arkansas l:w Enforcement Training
Academy or by C-ertified lnstructors within the Department and meets rhe requirements as
sated in AC.A 512-9403. Officers, in court testimony, should be able to cite/display
training received or certificates issued; ( 11.09)
The officer is resporsible to ensure that RADAR,/LIDAR units receirr proper care and
upkeep, and that appropriate certificates are on file with the District Court; and/or
The Support Sewices Sergeant will be responsible for maintaining all required maintenance
and calibration recor& of the RADAR /LIDAR units.

ENFORCEMENT COUNTERMEASURES AND CONTACT PROCEDURES

A

Officen will aggressively enforce Iaws pertaining to traffic violations by drircrs who operate a
motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
B. This effon will be undertaken by fielding specially trained and equipped personnel, by
identification of these offenses as a priority enforcement activity;
C. Officers will be polite and business.like, remaining aware that the driver's judgment, self-restraint,
and self<onfidence are the ffrst faculties to be distorted by alcohol or other impairing substances,
creating the setting for lack of cooperation, belligerency, and even phpical contact.
D. Get the violator out of the vehicle and to a safe location, carefully observing all actions and
E.

statements.
Suspected driven should be requested to perform ffeld sobriety tests when possible prior to any

other tests gilen.

A phpical arrest will be made in all cases where sufficient probable cause exists that an operator
of a motor rehicle is Dwl or DUl. Because of this zero tolerance policy, wamings will not be
considered for DV4 or DUI offenses.
G. The test resuls and driving behavior should be collectively weighed in the decision to make an
Page 9 of 13
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arrest, howe'r'er; the suspect

of obsenation of driving

H.

XV.

driwr may re6.1se these tests. If so, the officer may arrest on the basis
behavior and the suspect's demeanor. The suspect drircr, whose

dexterity performance is unacceptable yet a chemical test reveals no alcohol consumption, should
be carefully obsenrd for signs indicating drug usage or abuse or any medical conditions that may
exist and cause such behavior. Officers may also arrest in this case on the basis of obserrztions
of driving behavior and dexterity alone.
A police offtcer's observations are crucial in establishing the requisite probable cause necessary
to arrest a motorist for a DwI vio[ation. Police officers must rely on their formal training and
experience in this area, placing particular emphasis on those driving actiors that give rise to the
officer's belief that a motorist is driving under the influence.

PROCESSING AND HANDLING OF

A

D\OYI

Provision and procedures outlined in the Arkansas Code should be applied without regard to

age of any suspected intoicated driver.
B. Every driver arrested for driving under the influence will be advised of their rights pursuanr to
Act 549 of I98j, known as the Omnibls DV, Act. This statement of rights covering D!7[ and
DUI includes the following Arkansas State Statutes,

1. lmplied consent statute (AC.A 5555-202);
2. Type of chemical analysis to be utilized (ACA 5565-203);
3. Refusal to submit to this chemical test (ACA $5- 65-205);
4. Right to an altemate test by a qualified person (AC.AS555-204e); and
5. After taking an altemate test, if found not $ilty, the Jacksonville Police Department

will

reimburse the person for the cost of the additional test (AC.A S565-204(e) (i)).
C. The test must be adminbtered as soon as possible, keeping in mind that the maximum time
allowed by law is four (4) hours from the time of the incident. The following order of chemical
testing is preferred:

1.
2.
3.
D. If

Breath;

Urine; and
Btood.

a person chooses to submit to a breath test, that person may also be required

to submit to tests
to determine the drug content of his urine or blood if the law enforcement officer has reasonable
cause to believe the person was drMng under the influence of any drug or any combination of
drugs or the combined influence of alcohol and drugs.
1. lf the officer has reason to believe that the offender is under the influence of drugs, the
assistance of the Department's Drug Recognition Expert, or DRE, is encouraged. See Policy
5-22, Drug Recognition Expert; and
2. lf a urine or blood sample is taken the samples will be sealed with a biohazard label and
placed

in the

refrigerator and an Evidence/Sate Crime [-ab Submission Form

will

be

completed in the BEAST Program.
E. lf a blood sample is taken and the ofiicer has reasonable cause to believe the person was driving
under the influence of alcohol only, the sample will be submitted to the Arkansas Department
of Health for analysis and the officer will complete an Arkansas Department of Health Blood
Alcohol Repon Form.
F. lf the violator submits to a chemical breath test for intoxication, it will be administered by a
qualified breatha\zer operator.
G. lf the DwI arrest is a result of a trafffc collision investigation and the vehicle operator has been
ransported to a hospital, the officer will proceed to the hospial and request the violator submit
to a blood test to be administered by the hospital staff. This blood test should be accomplished
within four hours of the time of the collision.
H. If a person under arrest rcfuses, upon the request of a law enforcement officer, to submit to a
Page
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1.

J.

chemical test designated by the law enforcement agency, as provided in AC.A 55{5-202, none
shall be given, and the person's motor vehicle operator's license shall be seized by the law
enforcement officer, and the officer shall immediately deliver to the person from whom the
Iicense was seized a temporary drMng permit which shall expire thirty (30) dals ftom the date of
arrest (Agf 802 of 1995). Out of state driver's license will not be seized.
The folloudng departmental forms will be completed accounting for the incident and indicating
the resuh of any tests that have been administered, to include a detailed DVI Offense Report:
1. Arkansas Statement of Rights Form,
2. Miranda \ aming Wairer,
3. Arkansas Department of Health Blood Alcohol Report Form (if applicable),
4. State of Arkansas Omnibus DM Law Official Drilrr License Receipt and Notice of
Suspension /Revocation Form, and
5. BAC IntoxMeter ticket with printed results.
After processing a subject who has been charged with Dwl 1.3 or DUI 1-3, the offender will be
issued an appearance agreement and have a responsible party fill out a DwI Responsibility Form.
The individual signing the form must agree to be responsible for the anested subject for six (6)
hours from the time the form is signed. If the offender cannot locate a responsible party willing
to sign the responsible party willing to sign the form, then the offender should be transponed to
PCRDF. On DI7I 4 or DUI 4 or subsequent offenses, the offender will be transported to
PCRDF for processing.

xvt

REQUEST FOR RE.EXAMINATION BY DRIVER CONTROL
Persors who harr suspected incompetence, physical or mental disabilities, disease, or other
conditions that might prevent them from exercising reasonable and ordinary care over a motor
vehicle should be reported to the State of Arkansas Office of Driver Services. This request should
be made in addition to any reports related to the action or incident for which the motorist was
contacted.

XVII.

PARKINGENFORCEMENT
Offrcen should enforce parking regulations in accordance with the Arkansas Traffic Code and the
Ordinances of the City of]acksonville.

XVIII.

ASSISTANCE TO MOTORISTS

A

General Assistance

1.

2.

ofthe orerall danger to the stranded or disabled motorist, and also to the motorists
on the highway potentially affected by the stranded or disabled motorist, the Department
will offer reasonable assisance at all times to the motorist who appears to be in need of aid.
This will apply at all houn of the day.
The qpes of assistance provided to motoriss by the Department include, but is not Limited
Because

to:
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
h.

Providing public information and direction;
Obtaining mechanical assisrance or towing service;
Providing protection to srranded motorists;
Providing emergency assistance to roadway users;
ldentifying and reporting road hazards or potential hazards;
Checking and removing abandoned vehicles; and/or
Distributing traffic safety educational materials.
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B.

Mechanical,ffowing Sewices

1.

C.

When an offfcer encounters a disabled motorist, the officer will determine what assistance
is necessary and will make every effort to obain or render the needed assistance. The
following are areas that may fall within the scope of assisance that can be rendered,
a. Changing a llat tire; or,
b. Calling for a urecker (See Policy 1O18: Towing/Wrecker Service).
2. Calling for another F,erson: The officer may have the Communications Center contact
someone by telephone to assist the motorist or to provide assistance for him.
3. Minor mechanical repairs: Offtcers are prohibited from providing mechanical repain of
disabled motorists including the jump starting ofdead batteries.
4. Transponing a motorist: An officer may transport a person to a location where assistance
may be obtained. When transporting a member of the opposite se:<, the stafting and ending
vehicle mileage and final desdnation should be relayed to the Communications Center.
Stranded Motorist Protection
1. Stranded motorists should not be left unattended when they appear to be exposed to
hazardous situations. Due consideration shall be afforded stranded motorists for facton that
contribute to hazardous conditions such as location, time of day or night, weather, and
current priority of olls for service.

2.

Procedures,

a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Department personnel will make arrangements through the Communications Center to
obtain a taxi or summon help for a disabled motorist or pedesuian.
Citizens residing within the city limits of Jacksonville may be transported to their home
by Department personnel. Persors residing outside the city limits may be transported
to their residence with approral from the shift supewisor.
If assistance cannot be obtained for the citizen, the citizen may be transported to the
Police Department where a telephone is made arailable.

Dudng ad'verse weather conditions, Department personnel shall make an effort to
tnnsport or to arrange for transporation to a place of safety for persons who are
stranded. This shall include pedestrians who may need assisance in obaining shelter.

While assisting stranded motorists officers should be aware of the following,
a. The vehicle in the possession of the motorist may be currently being used without

authorization;
The rchicle may be in an urxafe operating condition;
The motorist may be incapable of operating the vehicle safely; and
The vehicle's occupants may hare been engaged in recent criminal activity.
4. Officers who assist stranded motorists will notify the Communications C-enter.
Emergency Assisance
1. When the assistance to be rendered to a stranded or disabled motodst is of an emergency
nature, the officer will call the Communications C-enter for the assistance needed (fire,
medical, mechanical, etc.) and will remain with the motorist until such assistance arr[es.
2. The officer may render emergency assistance in the form of medical first aid and fire

b.
c.
d.

D.

suppression.

3.

Xlx.

The officer will act as a communications link to ensure a rapid and timely response to the
motorist.

F{AZARDOUS HICHWAY CONDITIONS

A

Roadway and roadside hazards are contributing factors in many traffic collisions. Some of the
hazardous highway and/or environmenhl conditions are listed below. They include, but are not

limited to,
1. Defecs in the roadway itself (holes, ruts, or dangerous shoulders);
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2.

o{ or defecs in, highway safety features (e.g., center line and fog line sriping
reflectors) or improper, damaged destroyed or visually obstructed traffic contol
Lack

and
and

information signs;

3.

B.

tack of traffic control or information signs (cun e and hill wamings, stop and yield signs,
speed limit signs, street and highway identification), or improper, damaged, destroyed, or

4.

visua[y obstructed tra(ffc control or information signs;
tack of mechanical taffic control devices or improperly located or malfunctioning traffic

5.
6.

control devices;
Lack of roadway lighting slstems or defective lighting sl6tems;
Natural or man<aused obsm:ctions (fallen trees and rocks, Iiner, debris, pans of vehicle,

broken water mains and electrical wires);
1ce or heary snow accumuladons on roadway surface;
Fire and its attendant smoke in areas adjacent to the highway; anVor
Vehicles parked or abandoned on or near the roadway.
The following procedures will be followed in identifring, reporting, and correcting hazardous
roadray, roadside, or environmental conditionst
1. When a hazard is identified and requires immediate correction (such as a fallen tree or

7.
8.
9.

2.

elecrical wire across or on the roadway), the officer will inform the Communications Center
of this situation immediately and identifu the assistance or special equipment/agency
required. He will protect the scene, blstanden, and direct traffic or take any other action
deemed necessary to correct the situation; and
When a hazard is detected that represents a potential collision situation but the threat of
such is not imminent, as in the case of a fallen tree limb, the offtcer will pass this information
on to the Communications Center. The dispatcher will notify the Street Department or
other appropriate authority to have this situation corrected. If the ofticer can correct the
situation, he is authorized to take appropriate action.

N-EAP : 7.23 ; 7.24; 7.30; 13.09

ibbs

Chief of Police
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